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President’s COMMENTARY

Definitely Not Normal….

A

FTER MONTHS of chaos and

Zoom and conference calls, while others

environment that’s versatile and allows

uncertainty life is still not

have engaged their members through

you to showcase the value and impact of

“normal”. We are entering the

emails and social media platforms.

a local, state and national membership.

I’m extremely proud of the work that

By nature, our industry allows us to

the TAB staff has done over the last sev-

be versatile and flexible. These two

eral months. They have found different

traits will benefit us as we navigate the

pathways for us to do business while

lasting effects COVID-19 has had on our

overcoming these unforeseen obstacles.

industry and as we prepare for the 87th

Learning new technology is scary but

Legislative Session. This pandemic has

necessary. TAB has embraced these

put a major strain on the state’s budget,

challenges and given us the opportu-

forcing it to be a significant priority

nity to still visit face-to-face via Zoom.

come January 2021. TAB’s government

Scott Norman’s team has also produced

relations (GR) team and the GR Commit-

a virtual town hall meeting and several

tee continue to stay on top of the always

webinars to keep the membership

changing issues at the State Capitol.

up-to-date on association business.

On page 31, the Government Relations

seventh month of life with COVID19 and while many of us are trying to
balance running a business with dealing
with the fallout of our government’s
ever-changing response to the pandemic
and how that will affect our families
and businesses, there is still some good
news to talk about. Who could have
ever imagined social distancing, having
to wear a mask, tons of business shut
downs, constant political bickering and
a strong housing market all at the same
time?! That is the dynamic here in El
Paso and that seems to be a common

column talks about the state budget

theme throughout the state. We are truly

Learning new skills is essential to grow-

blessed as an industry, and I am very

ing and developing our industry, espe-

proud to be a part of this association

cially membership. Technology will allow

which successfully fought to keep hous-

us to be effective leaders and co-workers

Our Fall Committee and Board of

ing essential.

and now recruiters. As a result of the

Directors meetings will be critical as we

impact of COVID-19 on our industry,

start to earmark legislative priorities for

which is considered essential, member-

2021. This meeting is one of my favor-

ship has taken a blow. All of our associ-

ites as we get to celebrate our “Of the

ations must make it a priority to think

Year” award winners, induct our Texas

outside the box and embrace technology

Housing Hall of Honor legends and

come September, the month of our state-

install our 2021 senior leadership team.

wide membership drive.

This installation will be historical as

With the cancellation of two Texas
Association of Builders board of director’s meetings and the Sunbelt Builders
Show™, it has been 10 months since
we hosted an in-person conference to
conduct association business. We were
hopeful that we were going to be able

concerns and how it could affect the
upcoming session.

TAB swears in its first female president,

to host Sunbelt this year, but God had

The Membership Committee continues

other plans. We’ll just have to double

to work hard to offer quality benefits for

down and have twice as big of a Show in

current and future members. I encourage

2021! I want to thank everyone that was

each of you to review your local benefits

involved in preparing the 2020 show, and

package as well as TAB’s benefits, which

I am truly sorry we had to cancel.

includes valuable residential construc-

I said this in my last column, and I’ll say

tion contracts as well as a member

it again. Until this pandemic is over, let’s

rebate program that’s free. To learn

make protecting our family, employees

more about the state’s benefits, visit

and communities a top priority. I hope to

TexasBuilders.org/membership/bene-

see all of you VERY SOON!

These cancellations have forced us to
create and execute contingency plans
in order to carry out our agenda. Some
HBAs have gotten pretty creative with

Susan Wright. As an optimist, I look
forward to seeing everyone in person for
these meetings on November 11–13 at
the JW Marriott in Austin, Texas.

fits. I challenge each of you to create an
TexasBuilders.org
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M. Scott Norman, TAB Executive Director

Despite the Challenges,
Continuing to Build
Texas Is ESSENTIAL

A

S THIS COLUMN is finalized in

distancing, we are working diligently for

benefits to the current news and TAB

mid-July 2020, I hope that you

you every day and continue to answer

publications. This is an excellent re-

and your family are healthy as

your calls, emails and needs as they

source that I hope you will use not only

we continue to deal with the coronavirus

arrive. I know you share with me the

during these extraordinary times but

pandemic that has infected our state and

frustrations of endless conference calls,

on a regular basis.

nation. It was with great disappointment

Zoom meetings and other “remote” forms

that due to COVID-19 we had to cancel

of communication and long for the days

the winter board meetings in March, the

of live meetings to resume.

must report on the passing last month

We are looking forward to having the

MacDonald of Kerrville. Granger served

opportunity to gather again as a group

as president of TAB and chairman of

November 11–13 at the JW Marriott in

NAHB, and his service to our industry

meetings to go on, that was not to be.

Austin for our fall committee and board

spans decades as he was absolutely de-

meetings, and the Texas Housing Hall

voted to our industry and the entire HBA

Although we have not met in person as

of Honor and Excellence in Leadership

federation. His dedication to and posi-

a full board or the various TAB commit-

Dinner (Nov. 12). As 2020 has repeat-

tive impact on Texas housing policy and

tees for several months, I want to assure

edly shown, it is impossible to predict

generations of future Texas homeowners

you that the business of the association

the course of the next few months on

and renters were recognized last year

has continued at a brisk and produc-

our business, association and personal

when he was inducted into the Texas

tive pace. This has been accomplished

schedules, but we are optimistic that we

Housing Hall of Honor to join his mother

thanks to your volunteer TAB senior

will find a way to make these meetings a

Jean MacDonald, another Texas housing

leadership, committees and the tireless

reality. You can make your hotel reserva-

legend and 2010 inductee. I was honored

work of the TAB staff. We have worked

tions and register for the fall meetings at

to have experienced almost two decades

since March with our local HBAs and

TexasBuilders.org/events. In the mean-

of work alongside and for Granger in the

NAHB to provide information to our

time, we are working to conduct our

trenches at the State Capitol and Wash-

members and assist them as they work

committees via Zoom or conference calls

ington, D.C. and was always amazed at

hard to perform their essential mission

in preparation for the fall meetings and

his dedication to the principles of home-

of providing housing for all Texans.

the upcoming Texas legislative session

ownership, housing affordability and the

Housing is even more in demand and

that will begin in January 2021.

American Dream. My dear friend and

summer meetings and the 2020 Sunbelt
Builders Show™ in July. While we had
held out hope that a regression in the
virus would allow the Show and our

appreciated by the millions of Texans
forced to work or go to school from

8

I want to remind you that we have a

Finally, it is with great sadness that I
of a Texas housing legend, Granger

mentor, you will be missed.

home during the past few months.

wealth of information available to you

Please stay safe and keep up the good

on our website, TexasBuilders.org. This

work as we continue to safely build a

Although the staff has been working on

includes everything from the latest

better Texas.

a rotating basis in the office due to social

COVID-19 information to member
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By Kristin Allman, Contributing Editor
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Photo courtesy of Houston Community College.

Critical Comeback:
The Value of a Trades Education in the Age of Uncertainty
COMBATING THE LABOR

As a large percentage of the skilled trades workers approach retirement, the need

SHORTAGE IN THE STATE OF

to replace them serves as the driving force behind increased recruitment efforts and

TEXAS IS NO SMALL FEAT, AND

revitalized curricula. Recognizing that a four-year institution is not the best fit for
every student, trades schools offer students a great return on investment by teaching

RESTS HEAVILY ON THE BACKS

marketable skills that often lead to immediate employment and long-term, sustainable

OF TRADES EDUCATIONAL

careers with strong advancement potential. On the flipside, investing in four-year

INSTITUTIONS AS THEY TARGET

construction programs can lead to bountiful, high-paying opportunities for those with
entrepreneurial sensibilities.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF
SKILLED TECHNICIANS, LABORERS
AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS
FOR THEIR PROGRAMS.

Focus on Recruitment
Texas has experienced a major crisis in the past few years tied to declining labor pools.
According to Craig Johnson, director – architecture/construction programs at Collin
College, the average age of an electrician or plumber is between 55 and 57 years old,
and 20% of the workforce is due to retire in the next five years. “The demand right
now is great, and it just gets greater every year,” he says. “Texas has a severe need to
fill these roles.” As a result, vocational and trades schools are attracting more attention
and gaining the respect they have long deserved.
Houston Community College instituted a grassroots initiative to visit career and technical
programs at local high schools and even partner with local independent school districts to
facilitate their unique “Bridge Program,” where high school seniors can enroll in courses
during the last few weeks of high school as an introductory immersion into the industry.
“We are trying to bridge students from a high school over to a community college so they
TexasBuilders.org
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“

It’s very important to Collin
College that we do everything
we can to make our veterans
know that these programs are
here for them and that there is
funding available.
- Craig Johnson, director – architecture/
construction programs, Collin College
can learn about all the great opportunities
that community colleges can offer in career and technical education,” says Alberto
Urbina, director of welding/construction.
Collin College utilizes career coaches, recruiters and embedded counselors within
high schools to gauge student interest and
promote the trades. As Johnson explains,
recruitment is as much about convincing
parents that the trades can be highly
specialized and viable career options as it
is about building interest among students.
“The lines between blue collar and white
collar don’t really exist anymore with the
advent of technology in construction. The
days when people thought of construc-

The Home Depot Foundation to offer a

educational opportunities with flexibil-

military program for veterans transition-

ity and an earning potential that makes

ing back to civilian life, following active

debt-ridden traditionalists cringe.

duty service.

Houston Community College’s focus

Attracting women and veterans is also a

on student achievement and opportu-

major focus of Collin College’s recruit-

nity allows for a cohort block schedule

ment efforts; recruiters work diligently,

“fast-track” program, where students

aligning with industry leaders and

attend classes four days a week, for up

attending conferences to reach these

to eight hours a day in order to complete

targeted segments. “We are making a

their chosen program quickly, a sched-

concentrated effort to market our pro-

ule closely resembling the work hours

grams,” says Johnson. “It’s very important

technicians would have out in their

to Collin College that we do everything

respective fields. Flexible daytime or

we can to make our veterans know that

night classes (including some weekend

these programs are here for them and

courses) are available to accommodate

that there is funding available.”

any personal or work schedule at both

Utilizing all available resources to attract new talent and set the foundation

Houston Community College and Collin
College as well, among others.

for economic growth is a combined effort

The ability for students to fast-track

among programs across the state.

their education is a smart decision

Yesterday’s Jobs, Today’s Careers

for many, and can even set them on a
positive path, complete with lucrative

Antiquated thinking and generation-

earning potential. “We have to do what

al rhetoric have historically led to the

we can to highlight the neat opportuni-

misperception that construction industry

ties that exist in residential, commercial

jobs are little more than placeholders for

and industrial construction so they get

corporate white-collar careers. Commu-

a true representation of the workforce

nity colleges and technical education pro-

training and opportunities,” says Urbina.

grams are working diligently to dismantle

“There is still a misconception to the

age-old thinking, replacing it with viable

trades being low-skill and low-wage,

tion jobs as just working with tools and
shovels are long gone.”
The Home Builders Institute (HBI), a national non-profit organization focused on
career readiness training and certification, found a crucial niche in addressing
the critical labor shortage by focusing
recruitment efforts on marginalized communities, including women, veterans and
rehabilitated inmates from correctional
systems. According to HBI President and
CEO Ed Brady, the organization partners
with Norbord Inc. to provide community programs in cities like Houston, the
Professional Women in Building Council
associated with the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB) to reach more
women interested in the industry and
Photo courtesy of Home Builders Institute and Norbord Inc.
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but that’s far from the truth.” In fact,

the construction industry is a viable and

as welding or carpentry where students

the earning potential, without the binds

valuable trajectory.

from area high school programs have

of hefty student loans, can amount to

the chance to build projects and receive

an excess of six figures over time, as

Instant Gratification Society

workers and technicians advance in their

Today’s generation craves hands-on work

Collin College, students are required to

fields, according to Johnson.

environments, and their educational op-

enroll in a Construction Management Co-

portunities can, and should, reflect that.
Ultimately, it is up to trades programs

op where they are introduced to different

Houston Community College facilitates

and institutions to convince youngsters,

opportunities within their chosen disci-

friendly competitions in disciplines such

plines and gain exposure to hiring com-

as well as their parents, that a career in

feedback from industry professionals. At

panies; many students are able to turn
these roles into full-time positions. “We
have a lot of students that co-op between
year one and two, so when they start year
two, they are already employed full time,”
explains Johnson. Collin College also offers dual-credit programs so high school
students can begin coursework toward an
associate degree prior to graduation.
HBI licenses its curriculums to high
schools across the country to introduce hands-on learning to teenagers as
an introduction to the industry. High
schools typically hire the instructors
with their CTE funds, and HBI provides
the training through their extensive resource library. Students start with HBI’s
Pre-Apprenticeship Certificate Training
(PACT) core in the areas of safety, employability, simple construction math,
vocabulary and sustainability as an
introduction to the trades. From there,
schools choose a building construction
technology course based on community
need in specific disciplines such as carpentry, electrical, plumbing or heating,
ventilation and air-conditioning. Students who complete the program receive
certifications from HBI and are able to
begin work in the industry immediately
following graduation from high school.
“It’s a wonderful opportunity for entrepreneurship at a low cost of entry,” says
Brady. “We have to change the perception of an education in the trades. We
can help these kids get a job at $15–$20
per hour right away.”
Trades programs that focus their efforts
on efficiently designed curricula help to
solve the industry crisis by injecting the
Photo courtesy of Houston Community College.

TexasBuilders.org
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workforce with skilled tradespeople as

ing companies do this process every day in

and both graphic and personal communi-

quickly as possible. In fact, entering the

their own operations, so it’s practical. My

cation skills.“It’s amazing how well they

workforce sooner can ultimately save

capstone is like drinking from a fire hose.”

do,” says Birdwell.“The work they produce

students significant amounts of money.

The class is more than just theory; it is

is such high quality that you can hand it to

For the undecided student, it may be wise

highly realistic, and the skills learned from

a private equity company.”

to enter the industry with a two-year,

hands-on application are invaluable. Stu-

hands-on degree before investing all

dents utilize estimating, project manage-

the time and resources on a four-year

ment and project control skills, along with

degree with no guarantee of a return on

materials/methods and legal knowledge

Regardless of the educational path that
students choose, the opportunities within
the construction industry truly are end-

investment. “In the immediate gratification society that we live in, the two-year
degree is really appealing to a lot of
people. You can always take that two-year
degree and turn it into a four-year degree
at any point in the future if you want to,”
says Johnson. And, as he explains, once
students are employed, advancement
opportunities will determine whether additional schooling is needed. As an added
bonus, educational expenses may even be
covered by employers.
Alternately, for those who are sure of their
path, a four-year construction science degree can be a very worthwhile track. Representing the largest construction science
program in the world, Texas A&M University’s curriculum is extremely high-profile,
attracting some of the residential construction industry’s most competitive students. Students in the residential construction program are required to complete a
residential capstone — a project-based
course where students are tasked with
proving their skills gained throughout the
degree program — in the final semester of
their senior year. The course is based on
the National Association of Home Builders’ student competition, and students are
tasked with completing a market study
on a given piece of land. Students work in
teams to develop a written development
project proposal to present to a panel of
experienced homebuilding executives.
They complete a detailed cash flow analysis and are taught homebuilding best practices from a production builder/custom
builder point of view.“It’s about as real life
as I can make it,” explains Randy Birdwell,
home building industry director and residential capstone instructor.“HomebuildPhoto Courtesy of Home Builders Institute, Fort Bliss Transitioning Military Program Center.
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less, and there’s always the opportunity
to pursue additional schooling as needed.
As Birdwell stresses, “Learning is a journey, so keep learning.”

Value of Industry Partnerships
The crucial driving force behind sustained program growth is the combined
expertise of the course instructors. All
the aforementioned programs have direct
industry professionals teaching courses,
affording students the resources needed
to find successful job placement. Both
Houston Community College and Collin
College professors are subject matter
experts in their fields and are required to
have at least five years of working expe-

Photo courtesy of Houston Community College.

rience, though most have more than 10
years. The colleges also employ several

figure out a path while they’re here is a

company tradespeople want to work for

adjunct professors that teach part time

big part of what we do.”

and how to be the approved builder for the

in conjunction with their careers in the
fields in which they teach. The industry
is so varied, and employing professors
with industry experience provides
students with exposure to specific hiring
companies and the people who work for
them. “There’s so many different areas
you could go into,” explains Johnson.
“It’s not just residential and commercial;
there’s civil and medical, offices and
multifamily. Trying to help our students

Texas A&M’s instructors are also success-

trades industry.

ful residential building industry execu-

The partnerships trades programs foster

tives, and with Birdwell himself having

with both the Texas Association of Build-

run a multi-billion dollar enterprise,

ers and local home builders associations

students are well-equipped to succeed.

(HBAs) are paramount in developing

“When my students become the CEOs of

advisory committees and forming strong

the world or the key custom builders in

industry representation. Collin College

the Texas market, that would be success

works closely with the Dallas Builders

from my standpoint,” says Birdwell. The

Association by placing several members

construction science program at Tex-

on their advisory committees, and many

as A&M teaches students how to run a

members also work as adjunct professors.

“

We are looking to train the
next generation of technicians
within their respective
industries, and we are very
excited about the many
opportunities to come.
- Alberto Urbina, director of welding/
construction, Houston Community College

Photo Courtesy of Home Builders Institute, Fort Bliss Transitioning Military Program Center.
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neering and automotive technology/
collision repair. “With our new campus
and programs and our alliance with
local industries, we are going to be able
to get these opportunities to students
right now, right away, and hopefully
get these students in the job market
helping our industry as quickly as
possible,” Johnson explains. Adapting
to the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, Collin
College is also looking into the possibility of conducting “blended” courses
in the fall, where instruction would be
facilitated online and labs conducted
in-person with small groups.
Lab space in Collin College’s new state-of-the-art facility in Allen, Texas to be completed this fall.

The Home Builders Institute is working

knows we are here to support their labor

with TAB to get their programs accepted

shortage,” says Urbina. “At the end of

to the state-approved curriculum list in

the day, our students are only going to

order to grow their high school programs

be successful if they are able to get an

in Texas. High schools receive state

entry-level job once they’ve finished our

funding reimbursements for enacting

training.” Houston Community Col-

state-approved technical programs. HBI

lege also actively works to ensure their

also works with HBAs across the country

instructors are recognized by third-party

to determine a community’s greatest needs

institutions, whether that be in the form

to plan appropriate program implemen-

of a state license or an acknowledgment

tation.“We cooperate with HBAs, the

from organizations such as the Ameri-

industry and the market to try and steer

can Welding Society, as subject matter

high schools in specific directions to make

experts in their respective fields.

sure we are training kids that are employable,” says Brady. The HBI PACT certificate

Revitalization for Sustained Growth

is an industry recognized credential, and

Aiming to attract new students, insti-

HBI’s accessible network of professionals

tutions across the state are ramping up

affiliated with HBAs across the country is

their offerings, expanding their cam-

extraordinarily beneficial.“It’s a great re-

puses and implementing the latest and

lationship; a collaborative effort. We need

greatest practices in their classrooms.

to work together to make these opportunities available to the students so we can
populate the next generation of workforce
in the residential construction industry.”
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Collin College has success with its construction management, interior design
and CAD programs, and is planning
to add plumbing, electrical, carpentry,

Houston Community College also works

facilities management and construction

with industry professionals, including

safety programs this fall. Also opening

homebuilders and contractors from both

this fall is a new 340,000-square-foot

the industrial and commercial side to

$170 million campus in Allen, Texas

form advisory committees to inform their

dedicated specifically to technical

curriculums and provide job forecasts.

workforce programs, including HVAC,

“We want to make sure the industry

welding, biomedical technology, engi-

Texas Association of Builders Sept/Oct 2020

Houston Community College is expanding their residential construction program with their Home Building Academy, which presents growth opportunities
beyond their traditional construction
management, HVAC, welding, pipefitting
and electrical programs. “We are looking
to train the next generation of technicians within their respective industries,
and we are very excited about the many
opportunities to come,” says Urbina.
“Houston Community College has some
of the nicest labs I’ve seen. Students can
get the latest and greatest training within their respective disciplines.”
The construction science program at
Texas A&M is expanding to include the
first homebuilding-oriented course to be
offered next spring to be taken during
a student’s junior year. The course will
be modeled after the National Association of Home Builder’s Certified Green
Building program and will cover operations, green technology and hard cost/
purchasing operations within a homebuilding enterprise. With the growing
push for sustainable building practices,
students pursuing this degree track will
have a competitive advantage in learning
national green building standards and
valuable marketing approaches.
The Home Builders Institute currently operates at the U.S. Department of

Feature

Labor’s North Texas Job Corps Cen-

homebuilding lead us out of this.” High

.people are starting to learn more and

ter, Forts Hood and Bliss-based HBI

density living environments may take

more about it.”

Transitioning Military Program centers

a hit, as Birdwell suggests, but as more

(part of the U.S. Department of Defense

people work from home and reconsider

SkillBridge Program), one high school

their living environments and loca-

program in Waco and two community

tions, there could be explosive growth,

programs in Houston to train, certi-

especially in rural areas. Interest rates

fy and place underserved kids in the

remain low, and demand is still strong

trades. Experiencing success in all their

across the nation and state.

up on the training because we will need

The effects of COVID-19 can be felt

the products that the country needs,”

across industries, and as the country

stresses Brady. “It is a huge career path

reopens, as Brady explains, there will

for those that want to get into it. If you

be many displaced workers, notably

are good at it and work hard, you are

from the hospitality industry looking

going to have a nice career.”

programs, HBI is also looking for areas
to expand, with the community college
market as a possible target. “Students
are not always looking for an associate degree; sometimes they just want a
certification, so community colleges are
a really good place for HBI to invest in

for a career change. Trades programs

Well-developed trades programs are
critical to the nation’s economic rebound
and necessary to combating the skills
gap. “Even though we are in the middle
of a national health crisis, we can’t give
these skills for years to come to provide

The placement rate among each of these

the future,” says Brady.

are valuable resources to facilitate

Despite 2020 Woes,
Outlook Remains Positive

jobs quickly. “We are only successful

No one could have predicted the onset

jobs,” says Brady. “Our programs are

of the COVID-19 pandemic or the

value-less if we don’t avail graduates

lasting ramifications on the health of

with the opportunity for a job.”

services to assist students in developing

Representing an industry considered

munication skills. “Many of our students

“essential,” trades schools are likely to

are first-generation graduates; giving

see a spike in enrollment. “Community

them the confidence to sell themselves

college enrollment is going to skyrocket

is key,” says Urbina. They also work

because of COVID-19,” says Johnson. “It’s

with an advisory committee to host

more than a trend at this point. It’s going

trades specific career fairs for industry

to be a much more viable pathway and

partners to recruit students to their

the nation and the job market. Fortunately, Texas is a growth state, and the
job outlook in the trades remain strong
heading into 2021. According to Birdwell, the first quarter of 2020 was one
of the best for homebuilding in a long
time. “COVID hit and caused a hiccup,
but I really think we’re going to see

this transition and place people in
if we can get people trained and into

programs is very high, averaging from
80-90%, and some even higher, indicating that there is still strong demand for
skilled trades workers across the state.
Houston Community College has career
interviewing, resume writing and com-

companies. “We want to complete the
cycle and get them partnered up with
employers to hopefully get them into
that entry-level job.”
Collin College also offers career/co-op
fairs on campus every semester, in addition to site visits and introductions to
hiring companies and vendors. “Whatever you want to go into, you’ve likely been
exposed to someone in the field throughout the program,” says Johnson.
Despite the uneasiness many feel about
the future, industry professionals will continue to serve as the backbone of American prosperity. Adapting to ever-evolving
circumstances, educational programs are
collectively working towards a singular
goal: making tomorrow possible.
Photo courtesy of Collin College.
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By Jessica Parrack, Contributing Editor

Featured PROJECT

Backyard Luxury
for At-Home Outdoor Living

T

HE OPENING crack of a beer

developer, and his team of skilled

and refraining from family vacations

can and the rattle of ice in

designers and builders at Texas Custom

are part of the new normal for now.

a freshly made cocktail will

Patios, they will still be able to enjoy

The home and backyard now must

be the sounds of baseball games at

the sport outdoors in the comfort of

take the place of the office, beach and

home for the lucky homeowners of the

their own backyards. The added bonus

bar. It could be a heavy burden for a

award-winning Cielo Court outdoor

of diving into a pool mere steps away

home to bear. Luckily, Rob Douglass,

living oasis. Avid Yankee fans will have

from the luxury outdoor living room

founder and leader of the phenomenal

to purchase peanuts and crackerjacks

will surely help quell the heat associ-

award-winning crew of Texas Custom

in grocery stores before the game, and

ated with enjoying baseball during the

Patios is more than ready for the task

for now, will have to settle for base-

dog days of summer.

of turning any backyard into an oasis

ball in the comfort of their backyards
during this to-be-determined season.
However, thanks to Collin Jarrell,
branch manager and senior project
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These days more people are looking for

of relaxation and entertainment.

an island of tranquility in the midst

A gentle breeze wafts through match-

of everything going on in the world.

ing pergolas on the sides of the

Staying inside, working from home

outdoor luxury space of Cielo Court to
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or host a party in the confines of the

and rounded lines. There is this rounded

magnificent space.

stone area in front of the outdoor space

The barrel ceiling keeps any chance of
rain or scorching sun off the heads of
the open-air seekers. According to Jarrell, this feature proved to be the most

that straightens off, and we thought
using a barrel roof for the ceiling would
really complement the pool if you were
standing inside the house looking out.”

difficult to create. “We wanted to finish

Jarrell was able to perfectly mirror

out the bottom of the ceiling with that

the curvature and flattened angles of

tongue-and-groove ceiling. We special

the pool below with the barrel ceiling

ordered those beams, and our carpen-

connected to the pergolas for a true

ters had to piece the rounded beams

reflection that beautifully complements

together and cut them to be attached to

each feature; it is if they were meant to

chase away the stubborn Texas heat.

the rounded ceiling joists that we had.

always be together.

The custom outdoor living area is a

We had to get the standing seam metal

tribute to space itself. A large flat-

roof up there, which was quite the

screen TV hangs on the flagstones

challenge.” Douglass also agreed that it

that make up the fireplace, making

was a difficult undertaking.

$100K-$125K. Douglass and Jarrell give

The roof was an integral part of the

Cielo Court backyard masterpiece.

watching any program in the area
accessible from any angle, including
the pool. Seating is far enough away to
avoid crowding, but intimate enough
for hosting a gathering of friends and
family. Large stone columns hold the
tall curve of the ceiling and chandeliers lofted above the homeowners’
heads as they enjoy time to themselves

design for Jarrell, who wanted the lines
of the extravagant outdoor area to
complement the preexisting view of the
pool from the large 12-foot windows

The final product is truly worthy of the
Star Award for Best Outdoor Living Space,
full credit to the homeowners’ vision of the

“The customer had such a great vision,
and I knew we had a great product because the backyard was already amazing,”

that looked out from the living room.

said Jarrell. “It photographs incredibly

“When you look straight at the back-

it highlighted now. The customer wanted

yard features there’s a lot of straight

this to be an award-winning backyard,

well, and we are all so thankful to have

TexasBuilders.org
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as travel plans are canceled and local
establishments have to close their doors
to business to help slow the spread of
COVID-19. Douglass and Jarrell attested
to how Texas Custom Patios has had to
shift how they interact with current and
potential clients, but to their delight and
surprise, it was probably for the better.
Douglass said they are now utilizing
online video platforms for consultations
with clients. Pictures of the backyard
are taken by the clients and shared with
the Texas Custom Patios team beforehand. This gives the team a chance to
design the space and share the mockups
with the clients via screen share. This
has actually improved the consultation process, according to Jarrell, who
shared the overall meetings have gone
smoother and are more efficient. Both
Douglass and Jarrell are excited to
continue this process even after social
distancing is no longer required.
As fall approaches and the hopeful
promise of a football season is still on
the winds, Douglass and Jarrell noted
how they can help homeowners design
their own tailgater’s paradise in their
own backyards. Of course, everything
needs to start with the food. There’s
nothing like the sizzle of a hotdog and
the spicy-charred smell of a rack of
ribs to get into game day spirit.
“If a customer has the idea for an outdoor kitchen, there are several questions we need answered,” explained
Douglass. “Do they want seating to
and we are excited that we can honestly

to enjoy at the end of the day. When Dou-

say that’s what we built for them. I think

glass started the business, he obviously

they’ll be excited,” said Jarrell.

never dreamed of creating outdoor spaces

Since 2004, Texas Custom Homes has
been perfecting their outdoor living
spaces. Their work ranges from balconies
and patios to full outdoor living spaces.
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on the level they do now, and he could
never have anticipated the demand for
outdoor escapes that came on the heels of
a national pandemic.

They are well prepared for this moment

Indeed, nationwide builders are be-

in time, and are ready to transform any

ginning to see a rise in the demand

outdoor space into the perfect paradise

for more elaborate backyard escapes
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go with it? Do they imagine it as an
L-shaped bar top, or is it going to have
an island as the centerpiece for meal
prep and entertaining? Where do they
see the TV being centered? We want to
design everything based on all those
answers. Those are the key considerations, always,” Douglass stated.
Douglass goes on to describe how a
good entertainment space needs to

Featured PROJECT

consider the type of sound system and

100 square feet per feature. The average

vacation they had planned for this

specific appliances a homeowner wants

outdoor living room Texas Custom Patios

summer. However, they still felt like

for the backyard entertainment area.

builds is 500 square feet to account for

they were on vacation every day

every feature the customers desire in the

because they could just walk outside

space. This also allows enough room for

to entertain themselves and relax like

several different seating arrangements.

they were on vacation.”

drawers that access the space in the

As for the Cielo Court outdoor living

A fire crackles in the outdoor hearth, a

kitchen and make it usable. The use of

area, the homeowners simply wanted a

soft melody of the wind blows through

ceramic grills like the Big Green Egg

breathtakingly beautiful, well-designed

the leaves in the background, gen-

have had a lot of growth in the industry,

space they could use as a sanctuary

tle splashing from the pool fountain

and we incorporate that a lot.”

retreat in their own backyard. As they

echoes a few steps away, and the clink-

not-so-patiently wait for the Yankees to

ing of drink glasses help the home-

take the field once more, the homeown-

owners release their daily tension.

ers of the Cielo Court space look at their

Together they can sit and watch the

backyard as an oasis from the craziness

sun paint a magnificent masterpiece of

happening within the world. With their

purples, pinks and blues across the sky

vacation plans on hold, they let Dou-

from the comfort of their own back-

glass know how grateful they were for

yard, lounging under their award-

their backyard slice of paradise.

winning outdoor getaway thanks to

“Most customers want a grill and a
fridge as their top two appliances. I
definitely recommend storage doors and

Designing an outdoor kitchen and
gathering space should focus on the food
prep, counter and storage space and have
the furniture and seating arrangement
planned out so the space doesn’t get
crowded. Douglass says typically they
will recommend a minimum of 300 square
feet for an outdoor living area. For each
additional feature such as a kitchen or a

“Unfortunately, due to everything

fireplace, his team likes to add an extra

going on they couldn’t go on the

Douglass, Jarrell and the entire team
at Texas Custom Patios.
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Legal OPINION

By Michael J. Mazzone and Mini Kapoor

PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY FROM
CORONAVIRUS-RELATED PREMISES LIABILITY CLAIMS

B

USINESSES PREPARING to reopen amid the corona-

Owners may consider implementing a protocol aligned with the

virus pandemic and the essential businesses that have

current guidance for maintaining a safe environment to protect

remained open through the pandemic should make

individuals who might be present in the premises. Among other

a good faith effort to implement health and safety measures
recommended by the federal, state and local authorities to
protect themselves from potential premises liability claims
from third-parties such as customers and other non-employees
entering the premises. In a premises liability action related
to coronavirus, a claimant would likely need to prove that (1)
coronavirus infection posed an unreasonable risk of harm on
the premises; (2) the premises’ owner had notice of the risk; (3)
the owner failed to make the premises reasonably safe; and (4)
the claimant was injured as a result.
The standard for the duty of care in a premises liability case
may vary by jurisdiction. In Texas, a person who enters the
premises with the owner’s knowledge or permission (an invitee
or a licensee) is owed a duty of care to maintain the premises
in a reasonably safe condition. This duty of care includes the

things, owners may consider:
•	Performing temperature screenings of all individuals desiring to enter the premises and restricting access to those who
show a temperature higher than 100 degrees Fahrenheit.
•	Requiring all persons present in the premises to wear masks
or cloth face coverings in accordance with guidance from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
•	Requiring social distancing by all individuals present in the
premises and making accommodations to facilitate social
distancing; for example, using floor stickers to ensure a
6-foot distance between individuals standing in a line.
•	Requiring good hygiene and sanitation practices by all individuals present in the premises.

duty to inspect the premises for dangerous conditions that a
reasonably careful inspection would reveal. Similarly, in New
York, businesses have a duty of care to eliminate dangerous conditions and maintain safe premises.
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•	Displaying posters in visible locations emphasizing the
required safety measures.
In addition, owners may consider performing tests for coronavi-

While there may be no precedent or specific guidance from

rus infection on all individuals who agree to voluntarily submit

courts on the standard for maintaining premises regarding coro-

to such testing before entering the premises and restricting access

navirus, premises owners should expect that courts may use the

to those who test positive for infection. However, any decision to

governmental guidance for containing the spread of coronavi-

do that should be made subject to careful consideration of the

rus infection in their jurisdiction to define the standard of the

legal issues such as privacy that might be implicated in test-

required duty of care. Thus, it would be prudent for owners to

ing third-parties. In the employer-employee context, the Equal

factor in the guidance and recommendations from the various

Employment Opportunity Commission has authorized employers

federal, state and local institutions for preventing or minimiz-

to administer coronavirus testing for the virus itself (but not for

ing coronavirus infection.

testing antibodies to the virus) on employees before allowing

Texas Association of Builders Sept/Oct 2020

them to enter the workplace, assuring employers that such a
practice did not violate the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). The testing is required to be subject to conditions including a requirement to follow ADA confidentiality rules and
ensuring that the tests are accurate and reliable.
In sum, owners should stay current with the evolving guidance from the federal, state and local governments for containing the spread of coronavirus infection. With respect to
reopening of the businesses, most states have implemented a
plan for their specific jurisdictions. Companies should make a
good faith effort to follow the specific guidance for reopening
to maintain safe premises and contain the spread of coronavirus infection. Evidence of such good faith efforts to prevent
and contain the spread of coronavirus infection in the business premises could help counter premises liability claims.
It is worth noting that in a premises liability case, the
claimant will likely have a substantial hurdle proving that he
contracted his infection at the accused premises. Indeed, the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), that
governs the employer-employee relationship, has recognized
that during the pandemic, employers may have difficulty
making determinations about whether workers who contracted COVID-19 did so due to exposures at work. To that
end, OSHA relaxed the burden on employers to make a
work-relatedness determination (required for injury reporting
purposes under OSHA), except where upon “reasonable and
good faith inquiry,” evidence such as several cases of infection
developing among individuals who work closely together, was
reasonably available to the employer, and there is no alternative explanation for the infection. Thus, based on OSHA’s
perspective at least, the claimant’s burden to show that he
was infected at the accused premises will not be trivial in
most cases. It remains to be seen whether courts would apply
OSHA’s reasoning in a premises liability case.

Michael J. Mazzone is a partner in the Litigation section and Environmental
practice group of Haynes and Boone, L.L.P. Mazzone frequently represents
energy companies in environmental contamination, indemnity and toxic tort
cases. Mazzone is a frequent speaker and author. Mazzone received a B.A. in
Business Administration from the University of South Carolina in 1977 and
his J.D. from Suffolk University Law School in Boston in 1983.
Mini Kapoor is an associate in the Litigation section of Haynes and Boone, L.L.P.
Her practice includes handling toxic tort, environmental contamination, OSHA and
product and premises liability matters. Prior to her legal career, Mini was a faculty
member at the University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, where
she conducted federally-funded cancer research. Mini is a prolific writer who has
published on both legal and scientific topics. Mini received her Ph.D. in Biochemistry
from University of Kansas Medical Center in Kansas City in 1995 and her J.D. from
University of Houston Law Center in 2012.
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By Victoria Luing, Contributing Editor

Associate PROFILE

People First:
Living a Value-Driven Life
Johnny Cope is one of the few people

Hardie team. “Serving this industry is

lucky enough to find an occupation that

my mission, my life’s work,” he expresses.

checks everything off the list. For him,

“It’s not a job, it’s my passion.”

a career isn’t solely about the job; it’s
about building a business of family that
can grow together. As senior vice president of sales for James Hardie – a preeminent global manufacturer of premium
building products and a leader in fiber
cement technology – Cope maintains a
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S

demanding life, albeit a satisfying one.

are boundless. Do you choose a position

proposition, trusted brand and products,

for its perks and validation or a position

best-in-class supply chain and a techni-

with job security? How about a role that’s

cal service framework to the company’s

personally interesting or one that will

valued customers. He effectively manag-

prove rewarding for yourself and others?

es this by listening and learning from the

Why not choose a career that has it all?

most valued customers and the James

TANDING AT the crossroads of

Some would say that his position is fair-

life, with your career choices be-

ly difficult; he and his team are responsi-

fore you, the employment options

ble for delivering the James Hardie value
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Cope grew up around the building
industry with a grandfather and uncle
that were both general contractors, but
his steady evolution to James Hardie
began when he graduated from Texas
Tech University. In college he worked
for Southwest Airlines where he made a
connection with building products distributor, Dan Law. By coincidence, on the
day Cope received his diploma, Law was
going through the airport in preparation
for a trip. A few short months later, Cope
was calling on builders and contractors for Law at Fields and Company.
The customer-obsessed team and family
values at Fields and Company helped lay

Associate PROFILE

“

Zero Harm is not just a term. It’s
our way of life. You cannot claim
to be focused on the safety and
well-being of the team, if you
put employees at risk.

preferred alternative to vinyl and wood

ers attain their goals. “Our transformation

siding for houses) and uses unique design

focuses on three things,” Cope explains.

capabilities to offer unparalleled beauty

“Customer integration, implementing

and curb appeal. Cope was impressed by

lean manufacturing into our plants and

the global scale and capabilities of the

an emphasis on market-driven innova-

company and mentions that the global

tion.” This transformation was critical for

collaboration and best practice sharing

James Hardie’s success, and as Cope ex-

at James Hardie is best-in-class. “I feel

plains, it continues to be about providing

very fortunate to have the opportunity to

a foundation for best-in-class customer

get the point of view and the diversity of

service on a global scale.

experiences that come with being a part
of a global team.”

Also core to the operational success of

termined it was the right time to sell the

Integral to James Hardie’s mission is a

Zero Harm. This strategy involves cul-

family-owned business.

strategy that focuses on helping custom-

tivating Safe people, Safe systems and

the foundation for Cope’s career. After
a steady trajectory of growth, Law de-

James Hardie is the company value of

During the transition, GE Appliances approached Cope about making a
transfer to their company; Cope accepted
the offer. In his new role Cope’s responsibilities, along with his opportunities to
learn, grew rapidly. After assuming a few
positions at GE, he was asked to lead
the builder (contract) business for the
Southwest Region of the United States,
which he did for six and a half years.
During the Great Financial Crisis, Electrolux — a global appliance manufacturer
— determined that the downturn was the
right time to develop the infrastructure
required to serve the homebuilding business. In 2009, Cope took a risk to lead the
builder (contract) business at Electrolux
— and it turned into reward. There, he
ran the builder business for 10 years and
met, and worked under, Dr. Jack Truong.
Under Dr. Truong’s leadership, he developed a renewed outlook on life and his
career. When Dr. Truong left Electrolux
and became the CEO of James Hardie,
Cope followed suit. He believed strongly
in Dr. Truong’s mission for the company
and was enticed by further opportunities
to accelerate his career. James Hardie
specializes in the production of interior
and exterior building products and has
nine factories in North America and 16
factories globally. James Hardie is the inventor of modern-day fiber-cement siding
(a highly durable, low-maintenance and
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Safe places. As Cope describes, “Zero
Harm is not just a term. It’s our way of
life. You cannot claim to be focused on
the safety and well-being of the team, if
you put employees at risk.” The approach
of Zero Harm has proven especially
critical during the COVID-19 health
crisis. Dr. Truong had experience dealing
with a rapidly changing health situation
and quickly focused the James Hardie
team on the most critical strategies and
execution steps during a health crisis.
“We created a safety standard for every
role, with hygiene standards for all of
our facilities,” Cope says. “I’m very happy
to say that through this crisis, we have
been able to keep our employees safe, especially our plant employees, in order to
produce product consistently, which has
allowed us to continue to serve our customers and maintain business continuity.
This is what happens when you invest
and focus on the safety of others.”
COVID-19 has unfortunately put a
damper on many events around the

I’m heartbroken about,” says Cope. “But

nization was an easy choice for James

it was done for the right reasons, and

Hardie. This year James Hardie was a

we’ll be at the forefront of it next year!”

presenting sponsor for Sunbelt and a

world, even mandating the cancellation

Recognizing how integral the Texas

of the Sunbelt Builders Show™ which is

Association of Builders is in provid-

put on annually by the Texas Association

ing builder support and creating an

of Builders (TAB). “The Sunbelt Builders

engaging environment for the industry,

Show™ was canceled this year, which

developing a partnership with the orga-

title sponsor of TAB. “The opportunity
to represent our team and our customers, and to do this in Texas is a great
experience for me,” says Cope. He and
the team at James Hardie value their
partnership with TAB and are excited
for their future collaboration.
Cope feels that he was put on this earth
to fulfill one main goal: invest in others.
The more you are willing to form partnerships, the more successful you, your
team and your life will be. The challenges – or opportunities, as Cope calls them
– that occur inside any workplace will be
easier to overcome if you invest in people
and work together to solve them. Cope
feels blessed and fortunate to have had
the opportunity to work with amazing
people and companies in the homebuilding industry. He is committed to helping
others learn and grow in the industry so
that one day when someone else is faced
with deciding their career, they’ll know
exactly what to do.
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By Heather Laminack, Acting Chair, Professional Women in Building Council

On COUNCIL

Professional Women in Building Council

A

LTHOUGH WE were not able to meet in person this

Plans are underway for our November PWB meeting. Hopefully,

summer, I am pleased to bring you up-to-date on

we will be able to meet in person for the first time this year! We

TAB’s (proposed) Professional Women in Building

are planning to include a guest speaker who will talk with us

Council (PWB).
On May 22, the TAB Bylaws Committee voted to propose a
bylaws amendment to make Professional Women in Building a
standing council. Thank you to everyone who supported making
this council official. The TAB Board of Directors will vote to
ratify the council in November, and the PWB’s purpose will be
added to the TAB bylaws:

about any of the following relevant topics geared toward women
in the residential construction industry: mentorship, education,
professional development and/or leadership development. If
you know of someone that might be a good presenter on any of
these issues, please send their contact information to Lorraine.
Ideally, they would already be attending the TAB meetings, but
that’s not a requirement.
Please let us know if there is anything this newly formed PWB

7.03 J. PROFESSIONAL

can do to support you. We look forward to being together in

WOMEN IN BUILDING COUNCIL. This council shall

person again and to a great council meeting in November!

consist of those members of the association who want to fur-

We’re excited to grow the council and add additional value to

ther the inclusion of women in the industry and association.

the association.

During the annual meeting of the members of the association,
the council shall elect a chairman and such other officers it

Heather Laminack is the acting chair of the Professional Wom-

deems useful to the council. The council shall concern itself

en in Building Council. She is also the general manager for

with issues particular to women in the residential building

Ferrier Custom Homes in Fort Worth, Texas.

industry and the recruitment and retention of women to the
association. The council may be called on by association staff,
the Membership Committee, the Association and Long Range
Planning Committee, the Executive Committee or the Board
of Directors to make specific policy recommendations.
We will be supporting and showcasing local HBAs’ PWB/women’s councils/auxiliary activities and members throughout the
state, so please send any local activities, events and membership
lists to lorraine@texasbuilders.org so that we can share information and ensure that we have a complete distribution list of
members from across the state.
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By Donnie Evans, HOMEPAC Board of Trustees Chair

HOMEPAC

Why HOMEPAC is Important and
Why Contributing to HOMEPAC is Important

H

OMEPAC IS the political

One-hundred percent of all contributions

action committee of the Texas

to HOMEPAC are used for campaign

TEXAS LEGISLATIVE RACES
SENATE:

Association of Builders (TAB).

contributions to candidates for the Texas

SD 14: SPECIAL ELECTION

Our team works alongside State of Texas

Legislature, state wide and judicial office

A special election was held to fill the term

elected officials to protect the interests

holders. The HOMEPAC Board of Trust-

of retiring Senator Kirk Watson (D-Austin)

of the Texas residential construction,

ees with elected representation from

who resigned to accept a position in higher

remodeling and development industry.

your area of the state collectively decide

education. Former Travis County Judge

In January of 2021 the Texas Legislature

how the contributions are dispersed to

Sarah Eckhardt (D) won the election

will again be in session and will meet to

yield positive results.

against five other candidates including

determine changes to existing laws and
bring new bills forward that will determine the statutes, rules and regulations
that govern the way we do business in
Texas for years to come. These decisions
are not made in a vacuum but after serious deliberation among the 181 senators
and representatives that are elected from
across our vast state.
During this time, the TAB lobby team is
working with these legislators to author
and amend bills that will positively
impact our industry. Additionally, our
team works to discourage “bad bills”
or bills that would negatively affect
the homebuilding industry. These types
of legislation directly impact housing
affordability or make it more difficult for
our membership to address the housing
needs of Texans. It is for this reason
that HOMEPAC raises funds to support
candidates that have demonstrated an
understanding and support of issues that
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One way to contribute is to purchase
the 2020 HOMEPAC Pin! This hard hat
enamel pin is $25 and can be purchased
directly from the TAB website at texasbuilders.org/government-affairs/home-

State Representative Eddie Rodriguez.
Senator Eckhardt was sworn into office
on August 3.
SD 19: DEMOCRAT:

Roland Gutierrez v. Xochil Peña Rodriguez

pac. These contributions collectively

Rep. Gutierrez is the current state

are the second-largest fundraiser that

representative for District 119. He will

HOMEPAC hosts each year. Have you

face incumbent State Sen. Pete Flores

purchased your pin?

(R) in the November election.

ELECTION RESULTS

SD 27: DEMOCRAT:

On Tuesday, July 14, voters headed to

Eddie Lucio Jr. (I) v. Sara Stapleton Barrera

the polls to decide who would represent
them in one of the major parties on the
November 2020 general election ballot.
Below is a list of results from the runoff

Sen. Lucio is the chair of the Intergovernmental Relations Committee, an
important committee for TAB.

election with HOMEPAC supported can-

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

didates highlighted in red and winners’

HD 2: REPUBLICAN:

names in bold.

Dan Flynn (I) v. Bryan Slaton

STATEWIDE PRIMARY RUNOFFS

HD 25: REPUBLICAN:

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER - DEMOCRATIC:

Ro’Vin Garrett v. Cody Thane Vasut

Roberto R. Alonzo v. Chrysta Castañeda

This seat is currently held by retiring
Speaker Dennis Bonnen.

positively affect the Texas homebuild-

Castañeda will now face Republican

ing industry and housing affordability.

Jim Wright in November. Mr. Wright

HD 26: REPUBLICAN:

HOMEPAC allows us to be the voice to

defeated incumbent Commisssioner

Jacey Jetton v. Matt Morgan

make sure our issues are heard!

Ryan Sitton in March.
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HD 119: DEMOCRAT:

Elizabeth “Liz” Campos v. Jennifer Ramos
This is an open seat, currently held by
Rep. Roland Gutierrez who decided to
run for another office.
HD 138: DEMOCRAT:

Akilah Bacy v. Jenifer Rene Pool
This is an open seat that is currently
HD 26: DEMOCRAT:

Sarah DeMerchant v. Suleman Lalani
Mr. Jetton and Ms. DeMarchant will
now face off in the November election.
This is an open seat being vacated by
retiring Rep. Rick Miller.
HD 45: REPUBLICAN:

Carrie Isaac v. Kent Wymore
Ms. Isaac will face current Rep. Erin
Zweiner (D) in the November election.

held by retiring Rep. Dwayne Bohac.
Ms. Bacy will face Ms. Lacy Hull who
won the Republican primary in March.
HD 142: DEMOCRAT:

Harold Dutton (I) v. Jerry Davis
HD 148: DEMOCRAT:

Anna Eastman (I) v. Penny Morales Shaw
Eastman won a special election earlier in the year to fulfill the unexpired term of Rep. Jessica Farrar.

HD 47: REPUBLICAN:

Ms. Shaw will face Republican Luis

Justin Berry v. Jennifer Fleck

LaRotta in November.

Mr. Berry will face Rep. Vikki Goodwin
(D) in the November election.
HD 59: REPUBLICAN:

Keeping housing affordable is our

J.D. Sheffield v. Shelby Slawson

goal, so my challenge to each of

HD 60: REPUBLICAN:

you is to show your support and

Jon Francis v. Glen Rogers

commitment by becoming a Key

HD 67: DEMOCRAT:

Tom Adair v. Lorenzo Sanchez
Sanchez will face current State Rep.
Jeff Leach (R) in November.
HD 100: DEMOCRAT:

Lorraine Birabil (I) v.

member of HOMEPAC. As a Key
member of HOMEPAC, you will
be strengthening the backbone of
TAB’s political action committee.

HOMEPAC KEYS LEVELS
Capitol Club

$5,000 annually

Diamond Key

$3,000 annually

tion earlier this year to fill the unex-

Platinum Key

$1,500 annually

pired term of former Rep. Eric Johnson

Gold Key

$1,000 annually

Jasmine Felicia Crockett
Birabil was elected in a special elec-

who was elected Mayor of Dallas.

Silver Star

$500 annually

Lone Star

$250 annually
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Michael L. Reeser
Chancellor & CEO
Texas State Technical College System

For our readers who may know of
Texas State Technical College, but
not its unique nature, tell us about
your institution.
TSTC is a public college that is very

Speaking of employers, TSTC is very
popular with business and industry. In
particular, industry leaders cite your
funding model as a game-changer.
What is your funding model and how
has it changed the college?

different from the rest of higher educa-

for the employment outcomes realized
by our students. The method measures
whether our graduates go to work in
Texas and also their earnings for the first
five years of employment. That means the
more students we put to work and the

tion in Texas. First, we are an agency of

Virtually all public-supported edu-

the State of Texas and the only statewide

cation in Texas receives state appro-

public two-year college. We’re governed

priations through a cost-recovery

by a statewide board unlike local or

method of public funding that uses

regional institutions. Next, we offer only

either student classroom hours or

It’s obvious that this method provides fi-

technical and vocational programs and

daily enrollment averages as a pri-

nancial incentives for TSTC to focus on

don’t offer non-technical academic pro-

mary driver. Under this system, the

the employment needs of Texas employ-

grams. Because we specialize, we produce

higher the volume of students, the

ers because 100% of our state formula

high-quality skilled technicians that are

higher the indicated funding. This

funding is allocated using this method.

in high demand by Texas industry and

approach applies to schools across the

business. TSTC has 10 campus locations

state, kindergarten through graduate

All the Texas employers I’ve met like

across the state, and we teach more

school. For years, TSTC was funded

this approach, because it drives us to be

technical courses each year than any

this way, too.

responsive to the highest-valued work-

other college in Texas. We are designated
as a Hispanic-serving institution and a
“Military Friendly Top 10 School.” Finally,
we are employer-focused because of the
unique manner we’re funded by Texas.
In short, TSTC is the statewide workforce college of Texas that currently
serves more than 11,000 future technicians statewide.
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for the volume of our teaching efforts, but

more they earn, the more TSTC is funded.
It is commonly said that we’re funded on
straight commission and not by the hour.

force needs of Texas industries. They
It’s interesting to note that if school

also respect the fact that we earn our

funding were like a construction con-

funding only when we deliver a valu-

tract, this approach would be similar to

able product, just like they do. Finally,

a Time and Material Contract that has

employers like that TSTC treats them as

no deadlines for progress or completion.

customers of the college that are every

About 10 years ago, the Texas Legislature
converted TSTC to an outcomes-based
system. In this method, we are not funded
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bit as important to us as the students
we teach. If employers don’t hire our
graduates, we don’t get paid by Texas.

Speaking OUT

COVID-19 has turned our world
upside down. Particularly hard hit
was education. What did TSTC do to
ensure students the ability to stay on
track with their course work?
When the pandemic forced Texas to
shelter in place back in March, virtually
all education quickly pivoted to digital
delivery methods. Online learning became the norm and the web browser the
primary tool of instruction.

campus. We achieved all this while
95% of our students stayed on track in
their studies.
The Texas economy has taken a hard
hit with the unemployment rate in
recent months near 13%. Does TSTC
have a role in the recovery of the
Texas economy? What can you do?
For more than 50 years, TSTC’s primary job has been to produce skilled
workers for Texas. Plus, we know that

At TSTC, we teach practitioners and

unemployed Texans need one thing more

craftsmen, not bookish scholars. So, the

than all others: a smooth pathway to a

pandemic posed a special challenge to

good-paying job. So, when the pandemic

TSTC because no one can teach manual

and a looming recession became appar-

craftsmanship through a web browser.

ent, we built a fast-to-work program.

After all, how would you teach welding,

We call it the TSTC RI$E Program.

machining, carpentry, power systems
or any other craft-based trade without
getting hands-on with the tools and
material? TSTC had to find another way
to address the COVID-19 challenges.

TSTC worked with industrial employers
to identify the essential skills needed
by a job candidate to qualify for about
two dozen well-paying jobs that have
remained stable during our current reces-

TSTC led the way in Texas by becoming

sion. These programs can be completed

the first college to return safely to lim-

in as little as seven and a half weeks and

ited on-campus operations that comply

none are longer than 15 weeks. Every

with the CDC recommended guidelines

pathway is aligned with the high-demand

for health and hygiene. In fact, we were

jobs as identified by Texas workforce

back in business using safe hygienic

boards and most qualify for various forms

methods during the first week in May.

of grants or loans, so students with little
or no income can afford to attend.

The College moved a majority of lec-

data show that a bachelor’s degree from
a public university can cost as much as
$100,000, or more. Private universities
are charging nearly twice that much. The
cost of attending a two-year college is a

ture-based content online and recon-

So, when it comes to a recovery for Tex-

small fraction of that price, and TSTC is

figured labs to host socially-distanced

as, add these innovative new pathways

no exception.

students as they practice their hands-on

to our already best-in-class technical

skills. TSTC incorporated proper PPE,

college training, and you could consider

increased disinfecting of labs and equip-

TSTC to be the tip of the spear in Texas’

ment and required social distancing, in

efforts to return to low unemployment

addition to other CDC-recommended

rates and a robust industrial outlook.

guidelines for COVID-19 safety.
The results of this work are exceptional. Though we’ve had a very small
number of TSTC students and employees become infected with COVID-19,
rigorous contact tracing shows that
not a single case can be traced back to
an exposure that occurred on a TSTC

Before borrowing money, a prospective
student should consider both the total
cost of the college degree and the job
earnings that are likely to be seen with
that degree. This is the missing part of

Many two-year college students
lack the funds to pay for college.
Do you offer financial assistance,
including scholarships?

most higher education calculations: the

Before you talk about financial aid for

in jobs that rival the earning levels of

students, you must first talk about overall

many bachelor’s degrees. This low cost

affordability of higher education. State

and high return means that TSTC may

return on investment.
TSTC is extremely affordable. It also
has a long history of placing graduates

TexasBuilders.org
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be the best value for the money in Texas

“the needs of Texas employers.” So, from

higher education.

our very beginnings, TSTC consid-

For that reason, even students who take
out student loans at TSTC often pay
them back within months or years of
graduation, not decades.
Regarding student financial aid at TSTC,
we have grants, scholarships, student
loans and all the same types of assistance
that you’d expect from any other public
college. Thanks to generous industrial
donors across the state, The TSTC Foundation provides generous scholarship
and grant support to students, too. Plus,
we have a whole staff of friendly experts
who can help a motivated applicant find
funding for their college program.
How can our member companies help
TSTC continue to place Texans in
great-paying jobs?
If you read the mission given to TSTC
by the Texas Legislature back in 1965,
you’ll find numerous references to
“workforce” or “skilled technicians” or

ered the employers of Texas a crucial
customer of the institution. It’s our job
to work with industry professionals to
build relevant and timely talent supply
pipelines. It’s in our DNA, so that’s why
industrial employers find it easy to talk
to TSTC.

BIOGRAPHY
As chancellor & CEO of the Texas State
Technical College System (TSTC),

If you have readers who would like

Michael Reeser leads the only statewide

to engage in a discussion with TSTC

two-year technical college system with

about their workforce needs, call us or

10 campuses across the State of Texas.

email us. Each TSTC campus has its

Under Reeser’s leadership, TSTC has

own Provost who is the executive in

become well known as an innovator

charge, and that’s a great place to start.

by applying proven business

He or she is experienced and knowl-

performance approaches to higher

edgeable about workforce training and

education operations. Three of the most

the capabilities of TSTC at both the

noteworthy of these are:

local and statewide levels.

• the Returned-Value Funding Formula,

In some cases, workforce solutions may

a wholly outcomes-based student

be an existing college program. In oth-

success approach to state funding;

ers, it may be a custom-built training

• t he Tuition Money-Back

program for a single employer or group

Guarantee, a post-graduate

of employers. We have decades of expe-

employment assurance program

rience in either method.

provided to new TSTC students; and,
• t he newly implemented TSTC
Program Vitality System, a tool used
to measure and rank TSTC programs
by the Return-on-Investment each
provides to the State of Texas.
Prior to being appointed chancellor
in 2010, Reeser served TSTC in
various roles including chief financial
officer, college president and dean
of instruction. In the early half of this
career, Reeser was a banker who served
in executive and management roles in
Waco and Houston.
Reeser is married and has four grown
children. He holds a Bachelor of Science
degree from Texas A&M University and a
Master of Business Administration from
The University of Texas at Arlington.
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Don Allen, Chairman, Government Relations Committee

Government RELATIONS

ECONOMIC DOWNTURN
MEANS TOUGH BUDGET
TIMES AHEAD

A

S YOU READ THIS, we are more than three-quarters

constitution establishes limits on state spending including a

of the way through a year that seemed like it would

pay-as-you-go limit and a limit in the rate of growth in appro-

never end. The TAB government relations team, like all

priations from one biennium to the next.

of us, have had to adjust their approach to working with elected
officials and state agencies. I want to commend them on their
efforts during these difficult times as they continue to ensure
that decision-makers recognize our industry as essential. Unfortunately, COVID-19 has become a household term, whether
supporting family and friends directly affected or coping with
the economic implications in every corner of the state, it is safe

Because of the projections in lower tax revenues, many agencies
have begun to impose reductions in spending and budgetary
expenses including hiring freezes. While this is one step to meet
the demands of our pay-as-you-go system, there will be many
other methods employed to reduce spending or increase revenue.
The state legislature will be faced with addressing a massive

to say this is having a lasting impact on all of us.

bill for costs incurred from the pandemic, putting a huge strain

In addition to working to maintain our essential designation, the

spending money from the rainy-day fund. Since the legislature

government relations team has been keeping a close eye on month-

only meets every other year, this will be the first opportunity to

ly sales tax receipts and reports from Texas Comptroller Glenn

make necessary appropriations to cover expenses and address

Hegar. As you may recall, our state operates on a pay-as-you-go

priorities that have arisen as a result of COVID-19.

budget system. Prior to the session, Texas Comptroller Hegar must
provide a revenue estimate to the legislature. This estimate represents the amount of money that the state budget is authorized to

on the state budget and reprising debates from last session on

The state’s budget plays a significant role in all our lives, from
funding public education and safety and ensuring we have

spend and is based on sales and uses tax collections.

proper funding for transportation and infrastructure. We

To give you a better idea of the problems that lie on the horizon,

close contact with TAB during these difficult times. The TAB

total sales tax revenue for the three months ending in June 2020

government relations team along with the Government Rela-

was down 9.7% compared to the same period a year ago. Sales

tions Committee will continue monitoring our state’s financial

tax is the largest source of state funding for the state budget,

situation and promote initiatives that return our industry to the

accounting for 57% of all tax collections. While the comptroller

prosperous levels we experienced pre-COVID-19.

appreciate Comptroller Hegar and his staff for remaining in

will provide a revenue estimate to the legislature, the state’s
TexasBuilders.org
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2020 Star Awards

N E A R LY 2 0 0 S TA R AWA R D S T R O P H I E S A N N O U N C E D V I A Z O O M

With a little creativity and determination, the 2020 Star Awards ceremony was one for the record books. Due to the cancellation of
the Sunbelt Builders Show™, the Star Awards program was forced to go virtual. This marked the first time in the program’s history
that it was not held as a live event.
We welcomed back our 2019 Dallas co-emcees Jenny Anchondo, TV news journalist/Second Shot Podcast host and Media Personality
Amy Vanderoef. The duo presented and recognized our nearly 200 award victors on Thursday, July 23 via Zoom. All the winners were
recognized for their outstanding work as builders, remodelers, architects, designers, developers and sales, marketing and construction professionals in Texas.
Texans are notorious for taking pride in their work and it is
evident in the over 600 entries that were submitted this year
to our esteemed out of state panel of judges. By far this year’s
entries had a broader range of projects and price points, as
evidenced by the number of grand awards that were presented. The 2020 judge’s panel was made up of Aaron Crowe,
Simpson Strong-Tie of Benton, Arkansas; Gretchen Palmer,
PHG Development of Scottsdale, Arizona; and Bill Sager,
Sager Family Homes of Tacoma, Washington.

2020

Grand Awards

CUSTOM BUILDER – UNDER $1M
Cason Graye Homes

32

CUSTOM BUILDER – $1M - $2M

CUSTOM BUILDER – $2M - $3M

Todd Glowka Builder, Inc.

Frankel Building Group
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Star AWARDS

CUSTOM BUILDER – OVER $3M

REMODELER – UNDER $200K

Jauregui Architecture, Interiors, Construction

Matt Powers Custom Homes

REMODELER – OVER $200K

DEVELOPER

Laughlin Homes & Restoration, Inc.

Johnson Development Corp.

VOLUME BUILDER – MID VOLUME

VOLUME BUILDER – HIGH VOLUME

Couto Homes

Gehan Homes

TexasBuilders.org
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ADAMS COMPANY, LLC, AUSTIN

COUTO HOMES, GRANBURY

Remodeler

• Project Manager of the Year - Ross Atherton

• Best Kitchen Renovation ($100K - $125K)

Volume Builder

AMERICAN LEGEND HOMES, LEWISVILLE
Volume Builder

• Best Kitchen ($250K - $500K), Light Farms

CAROTHERS EXECUTIVE HOMES, BELTON
ARTAVIA BY AIRIA
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, HOUSTON
• Best Radio Commercial - ARTAVIA RADIO

Volume Builder

CULLERS & CALDWELL BUILDERS, EL PASO

• Best 2019 Parade of Homes™/
Showcase Home ($250K - $500K)
• Best Master Bathroom ($500K - $750K), Dominion

• Best Living Room (Over $5M), Broadmoor

CASON GRAYE HOMES, BELLAIRE

DALE SAUER HOMES, SAN ANTONIO

Custom Builder

ASHTON GRAY DEVELOPMENT, SUGAR LAND

• Best Product/Model Design ($500K - $750K), Marion
• Specialty Feature/Room - Plummer
• Best Kitchen ($500K - $750K), Plummer
• Best Master Bathroom ($250K - $500K)
• Best Website - www.coutohomes.com

• Best Master Bathroom ($750K - $1M), Tartan
• Best Master Bedroom ($750K - $1M), Tartan
• Best New Custom Home ($750K - $1M), Tartan
• Best Overall Interior Design ($750K - $1M), Tartan
• Best Specialty Room ($750K - $1M), Durness
• Best Print Ad - Bellaire Buzz

Custom Builder

Custom Builder

Custom Builder

• Best Kitchen ($750K - $1M), Morris

DIANA HOMES, INC., CORPUS CHRISTI
Remodeler

• Best Kitchen Renovation ($50K - $75K), Hawksnest

DIVINE RENOVATION, HOUSTON

• Best Overall Interior Design ($2M - $3M), Sewanee
• Best Kitchen (Over $5M), Riverstone
• Best Overall Interior Design (Over $5M), Ella Lee

Remodeler

• Best Whole House Renovation ($300K - $400K),
River Forest

ASPIRE FINE HOMES - AD AGENCY
SMARTTOUCH® INTERACTIVE, AUSTIN

EDWARDS HOMES, EL PASO
• Professional of the Year - Cassandra Vasquez
• Construction Manager of the Year - Eder Gallardo

Custom Builder

• Best Digital Marketing Program
• Best Online Advertisement

CHAIRMA DESIGN GROUP, HOUSTON
Remodeler

Volume Builder

• Best Promotional 30-60 Second Video

• Best Kitchen Renovation ($125K - $150K), Windrush

BALMORAL BY LAND TEJAS, HUMBLE
Developer

• Best Community Amenity - Balmoral Crystal
Clear Lagoon & Amenity Village

FRANKEL BUILDING GROUP, HOUSTON
CHAMPION 1 BUILDERS, AMARILLO
Custom Builder

• Best 2019 Parade of Homes™/
Showcase Home ($1M - $1.5M)

BIC HOMES, EL PASO
Volume Builder

• Best Master Bathroom (Under $250K), Majorca
• Best Print Ad - Parade 2019
• Best Sales Brochure

BRYSON BY JOHNSON DEVELOPMENT, AUSTIN
Developer

• Best Overall Community 300 Acres - 599 Acres
• Best Print Ad
• Best Website - www.liveatbryson.com
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CKC CUSTOM HOMES, SAN ANTONIO
Custom Builder

• Best Showroom/Sales Center
• Best Direct Mail Piece

Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($2M - $3M), Tupper Lake
• Best Kitchen ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best New Custom Home ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best Living Room ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best Master Bedroom ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best Master Bathroom ($2M - $3M), Fall River
• Best Living Room ($1.5M - $2M), Regentview
• Best Master Bedroom ($1.5M - $2M), Regentview
• Best Website - www.frankelbuildinggroup.com

FREDERICKSBURG HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING TRADES PROGRAM, FREDERICKSBURG
• Best Special Project - Non-Primary Residence –
Casa Über Alles 3

Star AWARDS

FRIENDSWOOD DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY, HOUSTON

JAUREGUI ARCHITECTURE,
INTERIORS, CONSTRUCTION, AUSTIN

Developer

• Best Landscape Design - Individual Residence Tuscano Lago

• Best Overall Community 51 Acres - 299 Acres Falls at Green Meadows
• Best Direct Mail Piece - Fulton Station

Custom Builder

GRAND HOMES, ADDISON
Volume Builder

• Best Interior Merchandising ($750K - $1M),
Miramonte
• Best Product/Model Design ($750K - $1M),
Estates of Pleasant Valley - Grand Estate

G. MORRIS HOMES, BULVERDE
Custom Builder

• Best Kitchen ($500K - $750K), Poffenberger
• Best Architectural Design ($500K - $750K), Villa
• Best Master Bedroom ($500K - $750K), Villa
• Best New Custom Home ($500K - $750K), Villa
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($500K - $750K), Villa
• Best Specialty Room ($500K - $750K), Villa

HARVEST GREEN BY
JOHNSON DEVELOPMENT, SUGAR LAND

• Best Architectural Design (Over $5M),
Tuscano Lago
• Best Kitchen (Over $5M), Tuscano Lago
• Best Master Bedroom (Over $5M), Tuscano Lago
• Best New Custom Home (Over $5M),
Tuscano Lago
• Best Specialty Room (Over $5M), Tuscano Lago
• Best Outdoor Living Space (Over $5M),
Rancho Villa
• Best Specialty Room ($2M - $3M), Hilltop Hacienda

JETSTREAM OUTDOOR COOLING, FORT WORTH

Developer

Associate

• Best Sales Brochure - Almanac

• Best Product

HOT ON! HOMES, DALLAS
• Best Television Commercial - Woodridge Forest

GARNER HOMES, BOERNE
Custom Builder

• Best Specialty Room ($1.5M - $2M), 310 Project
• Best New Custom Home ($1.5M - $2M), 310 Project
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($1.5M - $2M),
310 Project

JIM BOLES CUSTOM HOMES, SAN ANTONIO
Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($1.5M - $2M), Brayton

GEHAN HOMES, ADDISON

HUFFINES COMMUNITIES, DALLAS

• Online Sales Manager of the Year Kristen Dawson
• Warranty Service Professional of the Year Lance Gentry
• Construction Superintendent of the Year Nate Newcomb

• Best Poolscape for a Community Club Inspiration at Inspiration
• Best Special Event – Judges Choice

Volume Builder

• Best Interior Merchandising ($250K - $500K),
Creek Bend - Princeton
• Best Interior Merchandising (Under $250K),
Creek Bend – Juniper Model
• Best Kitchen (Under $250K), The Princeton
• Best Product/Model Design ($250K - $500K),
Hallie’s Cove – Princeton
• Best Product/Model Design (Under $250K),
Magnolia Landing – Juniper Modle
• Best Special Promotion - New Home Jackpot
• Best Online Advertisement - Home of the Free
• Best Email Message - 24K Gold Giveaway

JW MOORE CONSTRUCTION, YORKTOWN
Custom Builder

• Best Master Bathroom ($250K - $500K)

Developer

• Best Community Club House Club Inspiration at Inspiration
• Best Online Advertisement HEARTLAND ‘Heartland Has the Savings’
• Best Special Promotion – Realtors on the Rhine

• Best Poolscape - Individual Residence
(Under $125K), Lang

Multifamily

KC CUSTOM HOMES, LA VERNIA

• Best Community Site Plan - HEBRON 121 STATION
• Best Overall Interior Design of a Model HEBRON 121 STATION ‘The Belize’

JAMESTOWN ESTATE HOMES, HOUSTON
Custom Builder

KB CUSTOM POOLS, BEE CAVE

Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($250K - $500K),
Twin Oaks
• Best Living Room ($250K - $500K), Twin Oaks
• Best New Custom Home ($250K - $500K),
Twin Oaks

• Best Overall Interior Design ($1.5M - $2M), Hibury
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MATT POWERS, THE WOODLANDS

ON POINT CUSTOM HOMES, HOUSTON

Remodeler

Custom Builder

• Best Addition (Under 50K), Hampton Project
• Best Specialty Room ($50K - $75K)
• Best Promotional 30-60 Second Video

• Best Architectural Design - Attached Home
($500K - $750K), Harold
• Best Master Bedroom ($250K - $500K), Knox
• Best Overall Interior Design ($250K - $500K), Knox
• Best Overall Interior Design Attached Home - Driscoll
• Best Email Message - Farmhouse

KEECHI CREEK BUILDERS AND
CHAIRMA DESIGN GROUP, HOUSTON
Remodeler

• Best Kitchen Renovation ($150k - $175K),
Modern Organic
• Best Specialty Room ($75K - $100K),
Modern Organic

KENT MOORE CABINETS, BRYAN
Associate

• Best Showroom/Sales Center Spring/The Woodlands Design Center

KEY RESIDENTIAL, GRAPEVINE
Remodeler

PEARL HOMES, VICTORIA
MCKINNEY HOMES, FLINT

Custom Builder

Remodeler

• Best 2019 Parade of Homes™/
Showcase Home ($250K - $500K)

• Best Bathroom Renovation ($75K - $100K),
Racing Stripes

• Best Addition ($250K - $500K), Nighthawk Addition

LAUGHLIN HOMES &
RESTORATION, INC., FREDERICKSBURG
• Best Poolscape – Individual Residence –
Over $125K, Chateau Serendipity

MP STUDIO INTERIORS
WITH GREYSTAR, HOUSTON
Multifamily

• Best Overall Interior Design for Community
Space - Elan Crockett Row

PREMIER REMODELING &
CONSTRUCTION, HOUSTON
Remodeler

• Best Kitchen Renovation ($75K - $100K),
Roessler

Custom Builder

• Best Kitchen ($3M - $5M), Chateau Serendipity
• Best Master Bathroom ($3M - $5M),
Chateau Serendipity
• Best Master Bedroom ($3M - $5M),
Chateau Serendipity
• Best New Custom Home ($3M - $5M),
Chateau Serendipity
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($3M - $5M),
Chateau Serendipity
• Best Specialty Room ($3M - $5M),
Chateau Serendipity - Home Theater
Remodeler

• Best Historic Renovation ($500K - $1M), Spruce
• Best Whole House Renovation
($500K - $600K), Spruce
• Best Historic Renovation (Under $250K),
Sunday House
• Best Whole House Renovation
($200K - $300K), Sultemeier
• Best Website - www.hillcountrybuilder.com

NEEZO STUDIOS, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
Associate

• Best Promotional 30-60 Second Video

NOVAK BROTHERS, GEORGETOWN
Developer

• Best Overall Community up to 50 Acres The Brownstone at The Summit
Volume Builder

REMODELERS OF HOUSTON, HOUSTON
Remodeler

• Best Semi-Custom Home The Brownstone at The Summit

• Best Bathroom Renovation ($25K - $50K), Southgate
• Best Email Message

OAKMAN BUILDING COMPANY, AUSTIN

ROBARE CUSTOM HOMES, SAN ANTONIO

Remodeler

• Best Whole House Renovation
(Over $700K), Electra

• Best Billboard
Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($750K - $1M), Lewis
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($750K - $1M), Grace
• Best Kitchen ($1.5M - $2M), Utopia Ranch House

SALES SOLVE EVERYTHING, DALLAS
Associate

• Best Business Solution - Complete eLearning
Solution For The New Home Sales Industry
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TEXAS CUSTOM PATIOS – DFW, IRVING

THE NRP GROUP, SAN ANTONIO

Remodeler

Developer

• Best Outdoor Living Space ($100K - $125K),
Cielo Court

• Best Promotional 30-60 Second Video
• Best Billboard

TEXAS CUSTOM PATIOS, HOUSTON

THE POINTE AT VALLEY RANCH TOWN CENTER,
NEW CANEY

SCOTT FELDER HOMES, AUSTIN
• Sales Manager of the Year - Chris Krueger
• Design Partner of the Year - Jodi Baldwin
Volume Builder

• Best Interior Merchandising ($500K - $750K),
Parmer Model Home, Carmel
• Best Digital Marketing Program
• Best Billboard

SIENNA BY JOHNSON
DEVELOPMENT, SUGAR LAND
• Marketing Professional of the Year – Allison Bond

Remodeler

• Best Outdoor Living Space ($125K - $150K),
Briar Rose
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($50K - $75K),
Rummel Creek
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($75K - $100K),
Cindywood

SMARTTOUCH® INTERACTIVE, AUSTIN
• Associate Partner of the Year - Tanner Ross
Associate

• Best Digital Marketing Program Home Buyer Lead Management Mobile App

SOUTHLAND HOMES OF TEXAS, SUGAR LAND

TEXMOD HOMES, TROPHY CLUB

THE SCHRADER GROUP, SAN ANTONIO
Associate

• Best Sales Brochure - Stacey Maddox
• Best Website - www.theschradergroup.com

Remodeler

• Best Bathroom Renovation (Under $25K),
Margiotta
• Best Specialty Room ($25K - $50K),
Carleo Family Cave

Remodeler

• Best Historic Renovation (Over $1M), Bayland

Multifamily

• Best Multifamily Complex The Pointe at Valley Ranch Town Center

THE B&P TEAM, SUGAR LAND
• Realtor of the Year - Imran Bhaidani

TODD GLOWKA BUILDER, INC., KENDALIA
Custom Builder

• Best Master Bathroom ($1.5M - $2M), Monteola
• Best Outdoor Living Space ($1M - $1.5M),
Stone Creek
• Best Overall Interior Design ($1M - $1.5M),
Stone Creek

THE CROSSVINE, SAN ANTONIO

TOLL BROTHERS, GRAPEVINE

Developer

• On-Site Sales Professional of the Year Amber Thompson

• Best Email Message

TRES LAGOS - AD AGENCY
SMARTTOUCH® INTERACTIVE, AUSTIN
Developer

STERLING CUSTOM HOMES, AUSTIN

• Best Email Message

Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($3M - $5M), South Shore
• Best Living Room ($3M - $5M), South Shore
• Best Overall Interior Design ($3M - $5M),
South Shore
• Best Living Room ($750K - $1M),
Transitional Hill Country

TRINITY FALLS BY
JOHNSON DEVELOPMENT, MCKINNEY
THE HOWARD HUGHES COMPANY BRIDGELAND, CYPRESS

Developer

• Best Special Event

Developer

STUDIO BESPOKE, HOUSTON
Multifamily

• Best Overall Community more than 600 Acres
• Best Showroom/Sales Center - Welcome Center

• Best Architectural Design - Los Robles

TexasBuilders.org
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VERAMENDI - AD AGENCY
SMARTTOUCH® INTERACTIVE, AUSTIN
Developer

• Best Digital Marketing Program

WINSHIRE GREEN, LLC, HOUSTON
VE LUXURY HOMES, NEW BRAUNFELS
Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design ($1M - $1.5M)
• Best Kitchen ($1M - $1.5M)
• Best Living Room ($1M - $1.5M)
• Best Master Bathroom ($1M - $1.5M)
• Best New Custom Home ($1M - $1.5M)
• Best Specialty Room ($1M - $1.5M),
Entertainment Suite
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Custom Builder

• Best Sales Brochure - Bunker Hill

WRIGHT-BUILT, LLC, HAWKINS
Custom Builder

• Best Architectural Design - Tiny House

ZANDER HOMES, HUMBLE
Custom Builder

• Best Kitchen ($250K - $500K), Cabango
• Best Living Room ($500K - $750K), Evergreen
• Best Master Bathroom ($500K - $750K), Evergreen
• Best Overall Interior Design ($500K - $750K),
Evergreen
• Best Architectural Design - Attached Home
($250K - $500K), Summer

Lonestar NEWSMAKERS

Brennan Connally and Rocky Templin, Jr. Named Excellence Under 45 Award Winners
The Texas Association of Builders (TAB) named Brennan Connally and Rocky Templin, Jr. as the 2020 Excellence under 45 Award winners. These
individuals have committed themselves to their careers and to advancing the residential construction industry. They are primed to be future leaders in
the industry.
Brennan Connally | President | Connally Construction | Texas Panhandle BA
Connally is the president of Connally Construction. He contributes his passion and work ethic to his late father, Ron
Connally. He is what led him to the building industry and taught him the value of hard work. Connally graduated from
West Texas A&M in 2009 with a bachelor’s degree in biology. Since taking over Connally Construction in 2017, he’s
been committed to being active in the local and state home builders associations. One of his proudest moments was
being named the 2019 Kenny Howell Builder of the Year by the Texas Panhandle Builders Association (TPBA). That
same year, he won multiple awards in the local Parade of Homes. He is currently TPBA’s vice president and chairman
of the local Young Professionals (YP) Council, a council he developed in 2019. Connally also helped to establish a local
Independent School District (ISD) trades program, and he plans to provide hands on experience to trades students
through building a home and providing scholarships. He plans to continue his education with NAHB classes and start
the graduate builder program this year. Connally is a Gold Key member for HOMEPAC.
Rocky Templin, Jr. | Vice President/General Manager | Rocky Templin Construction | San Angelo HBA
Templin, Jr. is a fourth-generation builder and wanted to continue the legacy of his father and grandfather. He hopes
to pass his passion to future generations. His first step in doing so was helping to develop the Howard College
Construction Trades School in San Angelo. His active involvement with the trades extended to assisting with building
“America’s Front Porch” where he spent hours constructing and designing the build. He also drove the structure up
to North Dakota for the national unveiling. As an active member in the Home Builders Association of San Angelo, he
has been named Builder of the Year twice (2017, 2018) and captured the prestigious Presidential Cornerstone Award
in 2016. Templin, Jr. served as president of the HBA of San Angelo in 2018 and has been a member of the board of
directors since 2014.
This awards program was created and developed by TAB’s Young Professionals (YP) Council. YP’s focus is to
highlight and reward young professionals that have committed their time, efforts and careers to the Texas residential
homebuilding industry.

Ron Connally will be Inducted into the
Texas Housing Hall of Honor
The Texas Association of Builders (TAB) revealed
that the late Ron Connally will be inducted into
the 2020 Texas Housing Hall of Honor as voted
upon by the Texas Housing Hall of Honor Board
of Governors. The ceremony will take place on
Thursday, Nov. 12 at the JW Marriott in Austin,
Texas. He will become the 30th member to join
this elite group of trendsetters.
Connally’s steady and quiet leadership was invaluable to the association
during a tumultuous time for our country, state and industry. He stepped
up to serve as TAB’s President in 2008 and 2009. He was a TAB and
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) Life Director and served
on countless state and local association committees. Connally took pride
in being the founding chair and a long-time trustee for the Texas Builders
Foundation that was established in 2010.
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For years, he served on TAB’s executive team and the Texas Panhandle
Builders Association (TPBA) leadership team.
Connally’s involvement in the first ever agreement between the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) was historical. This agreement helped to
create more precise and less ambiguous storm water regulations for
developers and builders in the state of Texas. His work with TAB, the
Texas Builders Foundation and the EPA/TCEQ agreement will have an
everlasting impact on Texas’ residential construction industry.
Ron Connally Construction in Amarillo, Texas started building custom
homes in the Panhandle in 1984. His work has won numerous accolades,
including TAB’s 2011 Builder of the Year and TPBA’s 2002 Kenny Howell
Builder of the Year.
Connally (64) unexpectedly died in September 2019.
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Brent Pillers and Past TAB President Tim Jackson
of Tim Jackson Custom Homes get ready to
distribute hand sanitizer for Dallas BA member
websites. Approximately 1,500 gallons have been
distributed so far.

industry,” said Dallas BA President Justin
Webb of Altura Homes. “This remains a very
fluid situation that can change quickly.”

Dallas BA Develops
Covid-19 Resource
Website, Toolkit, Video
The Dallas BA’s Covid-19 Response Kit has
proven to be an invaluable resource for
members during the current pandemic. This
comprehensive resource provides guidance
for job sites of all sizes, model homes,
record keeping and informative videos in
English and Spanish.
This response kit is based on resources
developed by the Construction Industry Safety
Coalition and directives issued by Governor
Abbott. The Dallas BA strongly recommends
that all builders and remodeling contractors
implement these recommendations for
COVID-19 exposure prevention and
preparedness or an equivalent plan.

Guidelines stress the important role masks
and sanitization can play in keeping a safe
jobsite. The Dallas BA continues to supply
these items with orders available through
DallasBuilders.org.
The Dallas BA has also produced a new
video explaining that the housing industry
has never been more important than it is
right now. “Homes are the one constant
in our lives,” says Executive Officer Phil
Crone. “They are sanctuaries for our families
and loved ones. However, so many of our
neighbors do not have access to attainable
housing due to economic upheaval and
longstanding inequity. That is why housing
is essential, and our vigilance and diligence
is needed to ensure we continue to work
safely and professionally.”

The document was compiled by leading
industry trade groups representing all facets
of construction. They include common sense
social distancing and sanitization measures
shown to mitigate the spread of COVID-19.
The toolkit is just one part of the Dallas BA’s
efforts to keep housing essential and keep
members in business during the pandemic.
The Association’s website, DallasBuilders.
org/covid19, provides an overview for the
housing industry’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic. Updates on impacts to the industry
including permitting, inspections, banking,
material availability, helpful websites and
Dallas BA operations are included.
“The website is meant to be an ongoing
conversation with Dallas BA members
regarding the impacts of the COVID-19 virus
on the Dallas area’s residential construction

The Dallas BA has created a comprehensive
toolkit to help housing industry professionals
stay safe, essential and professional during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

The HBA of Greater
Austin Announces
New CEO
The HBA of Greater
Austin recently
announced that after
an extensive search,
Taylor Jackson,
CAE, MPA, has
been selected as
the next CEO of the
HBA. Taylor brings 12 years of experience
in association and nonprofit management,
working at the Austin Apartment Association
recognized with multiple national awards
for her success in workforce development
and education programming which piloted
in Austin and now is being mirrored in other
cities nationally. Most recently, as the senior
director, Organization Development for
Goodwill of Central Texas, she developed and
aligned strategic initiatives as an executive
division leader. An involved member at the
Texas Society of Association Executives
(TSAE), she served on task forces, committees
and as a facilitator for TSAE Leadership and
the Certified Association Executive (CAE)
prep courses and received the TSAE Young
Professional Award. Prior to working in
organizational management, she spent seven
years in the hotel and event planning field
and holds a Certified Meeting Professional
(CMP) designation. Taylor has been described
as solutions-oriented, resulting in success in
member engagement strategies operations
and profit enhancements, and building
strategic partnerships for organizations
like the HBA.
A native Texan, Taylor was born and raised
in San Antonio and has lived in Austin since
2001. She received her bachelor’s degree
from Texas A&M University and Master of
Public Affairs from University of Texas, but
professes to “still bleed maroon.” In her off
time, she enjoys a number of hobbies which
she credits to an internal drive for continuous
learning. When not exploring her hobbies,
Taylor is an outdoor enthusiast, usually
accompanied by her two pups, Pfeiffer and
Wiley, and visiting her family llama, Lit’Bit, in
the Hill Country.
Taylor’s first official day was June 29.
TexasBuilders.org
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Proceeds from Home Sale Benefit St. Jude Research Hospital
In 2019 and 2020, Magruder Homes, Pitman Custom Homes and The Bryan/College
Station community teamed up to build a home and donate all of the proceeds to St.
Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Each year, the goal is to build this home as close to
zero cost as possible, so when it is sold, ALL the proceeds go to St. Jude Children’s.
In 2019, The Bryan/College Station community raised $535,000, and in 2020 it raised
$485,000, making a two-year contribution of over $1,000,000.
In addition to the builders, some of this year’s local sponsors include 808
Technologies, Ashley Homestore, BVS, CCI, Engel and Völkers, Extra Co Mortgage,
Fred’s Cabinets, Greens Prairie Reserve, KBTX, LP Building Solutions, Moore Supply,
Sam’s Masonry, Sunshine Fun Pools, Sunspace Texas, Tom Lynn Plumbing, Verabank,
Zweiacker and Associates and Zwerneman Flooring. National sponsors include Brizo,
Shaw Floors, Trane and Bosch.
These funds are used to support the children of St. Jude and the fight to eliminate childhood cancer. Because of donations like these, no
family that goes to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital will ever receive a bill for travel, food, lodging or any treatment. St. Jude freely
shares discoveries to the medical community, and has been a leader in taking overall childhood cancer survival rates from 20% when they
opened, to over 80% today.

Historymaker Vendors Guarantee
Success of GHBA Fundraiser
July 24, 2020 – HistoryMaker Homes has built, sold and
guaranteed the success of the Greater Houston Builders
Association Benefit Home they constructed in Sierra Vista by
securing over 30 of their vendors and suppliers as donors to
the construction. These companies donated materials, labor and
services to ensure the home when sold, would raise valuable
funds for two GHBA charities. The charities are Operation
FINALLY HOME and HomeAid Houston. Since the project began,
nearly $12 million has been raised.
The companies involved include: All Points Group, HomePro
Technology, All State Brick, A C Construction, DPIS Builder
Services, Excell Foundations, Universal Forest Products, Windstorm
Group, Mohawk, TWI, Country Wide Roofing, Santollo Construction
Clean Up LLC, Deep Blue Comfort, Carrier, Rock Materials, Builders
Choice Inc., Royal Bath/Counter Source, Flooring Services of
Texas, Advantage Gutters, Factory Builder Stores, Sherwin Williams
Paint, Builders First Source, Perfection Supply, Jacobs Overhead
Door, Fashion Glass and Mirror, Datasmart Home Technologies,
RT Masonry, Delta Faucet, Moore Home Solutions, Rosenburg
Plumbing, Progress Lighting, Reyes Tar Painting, Décor Hardware
and Creative Landscape and Design.
“We are excited the home is under contract,” said Mickey
Pizzitola, HistoryMaker’s Houston division president. “We are also
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so grateful to our family of vendors and trades who stepped up
during a difficult year with COVID-19, to ensure this home was
built with little cost so the funds raised through the sale will go to
the two local charities.”
Family owned and operated since 1949, HistoryMaker Homes
launched in Dallas-Fort Worth and expanded over the decades
to become a premier builder of more than 800 homes across the
region in 16 developments.
For more information on the Benefit Homes Project visit www.ghba.
org or call 281-970-8970.
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Texas Builders Foundation
Fall 2020 Academic Scholarship Recipients Announced
The Texas Builders Foundation is
proud to announce the recipients
of its fall 2020 scholarship awards. Seven outstanding students were
selected to receive the Texas Builders Foundation scholarships. This is
the tenth year that the Foundation has awarded student scholarships.
“As always, we were impressed with the quality of the applicants. These
individuals are to be commended for their academic achievements,
work ethic and leadership potential,” said Steve Sorrells, chairman
of the Texas Builders Foundation Board of Trustees and president
of Sorrells & Company located in Waco, Texas. “The Foundation’s
Trustees and its supporters are dedicated to helping young
people achieve a certification, license or degree in a construction
related field, to providing opportunities for employment as building
industry professionals and to helping Texans achieve the dream of
homeownership. The Foundation is committed to opening these doors
across our state.”
The seven scholarship recipients for the fall 2020 semester are:

Joshua Covarrubias, Stephenville, Tarleton State University
Jack Koetting, Canadian, Texas Tech University
Chase LeDoux, Magnolia, Texas A&M University
Devonte Moffett, Galveston, Galveston College
Niceforo Moreno, Nacogdoches, Angelina College
Kaden Pace, Sulphur Springs, Howard College- San Angelo
Robert Self, V, Wellington, Tarleton State University
“On behalf of the trustees, I want to thank the building community
in Texas for its support of the Texas Builders Foundation and for the
financial commitment that our industry is making in our future. It is an
honor to help these young people realize their dream of a construction
trades certification or license or a construction-related degree. We
look forward to following their academic careers as they work toward
entering the construction industry,” said Sorrells.

Granger MacDonald’s Passion for
Homebuilding Will Live On
The Texas Association of Builders and the National Association of Home
Builders lost a treasured member of the Federation with the passing of
Granger MacDonald (January 18, 1955 – June 17, 2020). The Texas giant
served as TAB’s president in 2010, acted as NAHB’s chairman in 2017
and was inducted into Texas’ Housing Hall of Honor in November 2019.
Granger was passionate about the industry and was vocal at the local,
state and national levels where he gained respect for his tireless efforts
advocating on behalf of the housing industry.
A longtime industry leader, Granger was a Kerrville, Texas-based builder
and developer with more than 40 years of experience in the home
building industry. He served as chairman and CEO of the MacDonald
Companies, a diverse development, construction and property management enterprise with nearly 50 neighborhoods completed and managed
throughout Texas. His son, Justin, was his partner and will continue his legacy.
They both followed in the footsteps of Jean MacDonald, Granger’s mother and Justin’s grandmother. She started the business in the post-war
era as demand for housing increased in Texas. Granger and Jean MacDonald are the only mother and son duo to be inducted into the Texas
Housing Hall of Honor.
He was a proud alumnus of the University of Texas at Austin, New Mexico Military Institute and Austin’s McCallum High School.
Granger is survived by his wife, Kathy; his son, Justin MacDonald (Courtney), of Kerrville; and by two daughters he thought of as his own, Christine
Parker (Owen); and Sarah Wistner, of Houston. He is also survived by grandchildren Mary Kathleen MacDonald, Brooks Parker and Finnegan Parker.
Granger was preceded in death by his parents and Doug Wistner.
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TAB Picks Up Two AEA & Two APEX Awards
TAB wins Best Regional Government Affairs Effort for passing HB 2439: “Prohibiting Product Mandates in Residential Construction”.
AUSTIN, Texas – The Texas Association of
Builders (TAB) was recently honored with four
national awards. TAB won two Association
Excellence Awards from the Executive
Officers Council (EOC) of the National
Association of Home Builders (NAHB) and
two publication honors from Awards for
Publication Excellence (APEX).

and local home builders associations and
executive officers in the field of association
management. EOC membership is comprised
of the staff executives who direct more than
650 NAHB-affiliated state and local home
builders associations representing more than
140,000 homebuilders in communities across
the United States.

NAHB awarded TAB as Best Regional
Government Affairs Effort for its efforts in
passing HB 2439: “Prohibiting Product
Mandates in Residential Construction”. A
recent trend among too many cities in Texas
was the practice of amending building code
regulations and standards to indirectly or
directly prohibit or limit competing products
that meet nationally approved construction
codes and standards. If not prohibited through
HB 2439, such activities would restrict property
rights, create monopolies and increase the
cost of construction. HB 2439 prohibits those
mandates that would have increased the cost
of a home by tens of thousands of dollars, thus
preventing thousands of Texans from being
priced out of the American Dream
of homeownership.

TAB also teamed up
with its Texas Builder
Magazine partner, E&M
Consulting, Inc., to
capture two 2020 APEX
Awards. E&M’s Victoria
Luing and Brianna
Johnson were the
winning authors for the featured articles that
won APEX praises.

The 2019 Sunbelt Builders Show™ App also
received NAHB merits for the “Best Web 2.0
Program” for a state association. The app
provided attendees real time opportunities
to track daily schedules, read education and
demo descriptions and research exhibitors
before and while on the trade show floor.
It also kept attendees updated with social
events and keynote speakers. The app
served as a live hub of Sunbelt information for
the following year.

Luing captured an elite Writing Overall Grand
Award for her feature, “Changing the Face
of Construction: Heather Ferrier Laminack
Advocates for Women in Construction” article
that appeared in the Texas Builder January/
February 2020 edition. Laminack became the
first female president of her local Greater Fort
Worth Builders Association this year and used
this opportunity as a platform to show that
women in business deserve more recognition

in leadership roles. Her mission is to encourage
women and younger generations to be openminded toward the profession. She was a
founding member of TAB’s Young Professionals
Council and wants to create a Professional
Women In Building Council at the state level.
Johnson’s “Timeless Texas: Texas Hill
Country Reclaimed Retreat” article gained
an Award of Excellence for Writing – Feature
Writing. This piece was printed in the July/
August 2019 Texas Builder Magazine. The
article described how the builder had to
dismantle a 19th century barn piece-bypainstaking-piece in Upstate New York
and reassemble it in the Texas Hill Country
near Houston. The aesthetic of the home,
“reclaimed hill country,” is a complete
expression of the challenge and beauty of
the project.
APEX Grand Awards honor the outstanding
works in each main category, while APEX
Awards of Excellence recognize exceptional
entries in each of the individual categories.
100 Grand Awards were presented to honor
outstanding work in 12 major categories and
476 Awards of Excellence were distributed
to recognize exceptional entries in
100 subcategories.

These two winning AEA submissions will
be added to a directory so that other HBA
executives and home builders associations
across the country can access and learn
from them to provide better service to
their members and communities. For
these achievements, TAB has received
recognition on the NAHB website and the
NAHBNow blog. The entries have been
posted to the NAHB website where HBAs
can research for best practices.
The Association Excellence Awards is an
annual program designed to recognize
the outstanding accomplishments of state
TexasBuilders.org
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Progress Continues for Benefit Home Supporting
Central Texas Homeless Population
While the COVID-19 pandemic has certainly impacted business operations
across Central Texas, it has also had a detrimental impact on the region’s
homeless population. These individuals are among the most vulnerable
during normal times, but the current crisis has left them in an even more
precarious situation, lacking critical resources and the most basic needs.

At Acme there’s more in
store for you than great
brick and stone products.
Your Acme Brick showroom is the place for fine outdoor living
and remodeling products.

Fortunately, the Home Builders Association of Greater Austin 2020 Benefit
Home, led by Lennar Homes under its luxury brand, Village Builders,
continues to make great progress at The Retreat at Steiner Ranch, having
recently completed the framing stage.
Proceeds from the sale of this home will be donated to the HBA, who in turn
will donate a significant portion to HomeAid Austin, a non-profit organization
dedicated to building new lives for Austin’s individuals and families
experiencing homelessness through housing and community outreach.
“This Covid-19 crisis has only exacerbated the needs of our neighbors
in Austin experiencing homelessness,” said Charlie Coleman, division
president for Lennar Homes. “The generosity and contributions of Lennar’s
valued trade partners is greatly appreciated.”

For your remodeling needs we offer:
• Beautiful Acme thinBRIK to easily create dramatic interior walls
• Highly efficient fireplace inserts and surrounds
• Beautiful and secure iron entry doors
• Glass block installation systems and glass block
• Ceramic and porcelain tile
• Wood flooring

For outdoor living:
• Outdoor fireplaces and fire pits
• Complete outdoor kitchens and surrounds
• Pizza ovens
• Handsome masonry pavers
• Top quality stand alone grills
• Durable masonry retaining-wall units
Find the product you want and the expertise
you need at any of our Texas showrooms or
visit brick.com.
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